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*Indicates “Present” 

 
The Benefits Committee meeting convened at 9:44 a.m. 

Location: Zoom 
 
The meeting was called to order by Bill Elarton, Chair. 
 

Approval of Agenda 
 
Agenda is approved.  

 

Convened to Regular JLMBC Meeting 

 

Approval of Minutes 
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Minutes are approved. 

 

Discussion/Follow-Up Reports 

A. Spring Newsletter Outline 

Rachel begins with the disclaimer that these are mostly outlines of the drafts 
and the content and layout should be the main focus, rather than grammar 
and formatting. Rachel walks through the outlines of the newsletters, 

starting with the actives. Rachel points out a blank space where the LA 
Marathon flyer usually goes. Leo takes note for Katrelia to see if anyone 
knows what will be happening for the marathon this year.  

Rachel indicates the page where the new Medicare reimbursement process 

information will go. Bill wants to pause to acknowledge Fern, Faye Day and 
John McDowell who helped pin down what documents and data would be 
needed to help with this process. Fern asks if there is a ball park timeframe 
of when it will be implemented. Leo says it is an agenda item they will 
discuss shortly. Fern thanks Leo. 

Rachel continues walking through the outline, pointing out a new article on 
stress. Bill requests it be tied back to references to COVID and how that is 
causing stress. Rachel says she will try find some resources or articles on 
that, while trying to stay with government resources as has been requested. 

Bill says a simple introduction to the article that includes all the current 
stressors could be affecting stress level. Joanne asks to mention the EAP. 
Rachel agrees and asks if the EAP article should be moved closer to this 
article. Joanne likes that idea. Bill says at minimum the article should 

reference the EAP. Rachel takes note. 

Rachel continues through the outline. Leon believes his information should 
include AFT. Joanne points out the Steven Butcher is still included on the list 
and should be removed. Rachel takes note. Rachel says any other 
adjustments that need to be made to the contacts can be sent via chat or 

email. Joanne asks when it will be published. Rachel says it goes out in 
February. Joanne says the Board of Trustee listings may need to be reviewed 
before going to print. Rachel acknowledges that the contacts tend to change 
fairly frequently, so it’s not something that is focused on with a high amount 

of detail at this time but if you see things that you already know need to be 
changed, you can let her know.  

Rachel moves on to the adjuncts newsletter, noting that both the retiree and 
adjunct are very similar to the active with just a couple differences. Rachel 

points out the requirements for coverage in the adjuncts and the dollar 
amounts that have been updated based on the latest information she has 
been provided. Otto asks for the example to be expanded upon since the 
subject is left with no coverage. Otto suggests mentioning Covered California 
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being an option due to a life changing event or give her somewhere to go. 
Rachel takes note. Bill adds that he will send Rachel information on the MOU 
that was just signed with the district and should also be included. Bill says it 

only applies to 315 people but for those people the district has agreed to 
continue the contribution to medical through December of 2021. Bill 
continues that even if they lose everything, if they can continue to pay their 
portion, the district will continue its contribution. Rachel agrees to include 

that in this section once she receives the language. 

Rachel says the rest of the articles should match the active newsletter they 
just covered, except for the HRA information that adjuncts do not have 
access to.  

Rachel moves on to retirees saying it is also very similar to the actives with 
the exception of the article on preparing to retire since they are already 
retired. Rachel notes that she did leave the retirement basics article in from 
last spring but is not sure if the committee feels it is needed again or not. 
Bill says the details on how to get their Medicare reimbursements should be 

included. Rachel shows that the next page has been left open for that. Leo 
shares that he has discussed with Mercedes about reviving the retirement 
checklist. Leo says they had a good start right before everything changed. 
Leo isn’t sure if it will be ready for the next newsletter but it is in the works 

again. Leo says he asked Mercedes to reach out to Joan Grimes because her 
unit is going to have to participate in putting the checklist together.  

Joanne wants to go back to the retirement basics page because she feels it’s 
always confusing to describe Part D to people who don’t need it. Bill says it 

complicated because they don’t need it if they’re signed up with one of the 
district’s plans since the plans are as good as, if not better than Part D. 
Sharon asks if it matters which plan they are signed up for. Bill says one is 
covered by the district and the other isn’t. Bill reiterates they don’t need Part 
D but they do always have to get the notice and if they don’t get the notice 

the district gets in trouble. Bill continues there have been some 
circumstances where Part D covers mediations and services that the 
district’s plans do not and depending on the individual’s circumstances, they 
may find Part D beneficial. Bill says this is why they are required by law to 

inform them of it, so they can make their own decision. Fern says in the past 
they have just been told to say no to Part D. Bill says it’s not the 
committee’s position to recommend their medical choices. Bill explains they 
do not tell anyone which plan to select, just inform and let them decide what 

will be best for their situation. Bill continues that until he actually went and 
reviewed the Part D coverage and he wouldn’t select it but he could see why 
there might be reason for someone else to. For that reason, Bill is not sure it 
should be pulled out form the newsletter. Bill says otherwise they would be 
acting as the representative if they told them not to take it. Bill adds the 

general notice just went out as well. Fern confirms and says that is what 
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confused her since she already made her open enrolment selection. Fern 
reiterates that she was always lead to believe the answer was no to Part D. 
Bill confirms that is generally what people are told but they are not advisors. 

Sharon adds that the best answer is “it depends”. Sharon adds that their job 
is to educate and then let the employee make the decision depending on 
their needs.  

Joanne wants to know where they can compare Part D to the pharmacy plan 

they would select with the district’s plans. Bill says you would have to go to 
CalPERS website and look at the formulary under the OptumRx section. Bill 
says you can then look at the social security Medicare website to look at the 
Part D formulary. Bill explains it’s not easy and that’s why in general they 

informally tell people they probably don’t need it. Joanne asks is a sentence 
or two can be added about comparing Part D to their pharmacy plan. 
Claudette agrees. Bill says he wouldn’t be opposed to saying in general the 
district’s plans are quite thorough but there are differences and you should 
do your homework and see what will work for you. Joanne says there is a 

phrase she is unsure of, maybe credible. Bill asks Leo as it was on the letter 
recently sent out. Leo clarifies it’s creditable on the letter, but it doesn’t 
mean much to him. Bill explains it means you have to have a plan that’s as 
good as, if not better than Medicare Part D. Bill says if the plan does not 

meet this standard and they don’t tell people, the district gets in trouble. Bill 
continues they use a word to describe the plans as equal to or better than 
Medicare Part D. Leo says he is looking for the letter. Rachel interjects to 
confirm it is creditable, the word they are looking for. Fern asks if they can 

change the language to equal to or better than, to make it clearer. Leo 
explains they are using legal language provided by Gallagher and they do 
not want to get away from the legally prescribed language. Leo says if 
people have questions they can call but it is a legal notice. Rachel further 
explains it is a legal notice that has to go out every year by October 15 th to 

let you know that your pharmacy plan is comparable or better than the 
current Medicare Part D coverage.  

Rachel moves forward to the stress and physical activity articles. Rachel 
points out some of the language on the physical activity article has been 

adapted to try and be inclusive of all stages of life. Rachel give the example 
of including grandparents, not just parents or children in your life as 
opposed to your children.  

Rachel concludes saying if they have any big picture ideas to either email 

her or put it in the chat. Rachel explains that this is the time to submit any 
major ideas, as they do not want to get too far into the drafting process and 
then adding more ideas. Bill agrees adding that between this time and next 
time is your final chance to submit big ideas and after that it will just be fine 
tuning to make sure to get it out in time.  
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Bill does have one more thing he would like to share, being a sneak peak of 
the new contract cover for 1521. Bill explains that the new color scheme to 
the cover is in line with the new LGBTQIA+ agreement and the bill or rights 

that the board sponsored. Bill also adds that the contract is also gender 
neutral. Bill says he would like to see something similar for the spring 
newsletters as a recognition. Rachel says if Bill sends her the document she 
could try to pull those colors. Sharon suggests doing incorporating it into the 

column on the left of the cover. Bill agrees and suggests starting one in the 
blue spectrum with a couple colors and then one with a couple more colors 
and one with the ending colors and when you put all three of them together, 
you get the whole spectrum. Bill says he would like to give something like 

that a try. Rachel agrees to give it a shot.   

B. Kaiser Partners in Health/Prevention and Lifestyles Report 

Leo introduces Sunny and Dr. Raigosa who will be presenting an annual 
report. Sunny explains this report has been requested to present to the 
committee to help understand the LACCD Kaiser population, working in line 

with the wellness initiatives the committee has discussed. Sunny first 
introducers her sales manager Jamie Gibbs who will also be joining the 
presentation. Jamie says she is looking forward to learning from Sunny’s 
presentation and the LACCD relationship. Dr. Chris Raigosa introduces 

himself as a practicing family physician at Kaiser Permanente in charge of 
the Santa Clarita medical offices. Dr. Raigosa explains that part of his job 
also includes client engagement such as this.   

Dr. Raigosa begins the presentation on the first slide comparing the LACCD 

Kaiser group demographics against the regional and industry averages, 
showing the population is a little older than the average. Dr. Raigosa then 
reviews preventive services utilization. Dr. Raigosa shows the population is 
generally in line with the regional average, with the exception of cancer 
screenings actually being higher than regional averages. Joanne asks the 

difference between the subscriber and the member. Sunny explains the 
members include the entire family and the subscriber is just the employee. 
Rachel shares a question that was accidentally sent to her asking how Kaiser 
members report receiving the flu vaccine from an outside source. Dr. 

Raigosa explains when a doctor sees the member is due for a vaccine and 
they come in for a visit, they will ask if they received the vaccine elsewhere. 
Sunny adds Kaiser has a robust campaign for flu vaccinations so the 
majority of members will get vaccinated in house. Sunny says they have 

implemented many strategies to help members get the vaccine as well, 
including drive thru options.  

Dr. Raigosa moves onto the next slide regarding adult weight. Dr. Raigosa 
points out that the number of members in the normal weight range is 
slightly higher than the regional average, but is trending downwards, which 

can be concerning. Dr. Raigosa says those people are typically then falling 
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into the overweight and obese categories, which if you add up the total of 
the two, is almost 73% of the population. Dr. Raigosa said this is important 
and has come up with COVID because the patients that struggle with it most 

are patients that are over 65, have high blood pressure, diabetes and those 
who are obese.  

Dr. Raigosa then goes on to the next slide, adult exercise. Dr. Raigosa says 
when they ask how much exercise a person gets, if it’s roughly 180 minutes 

a week, then they are active, a little less than that is classified as some 
activity and well below that is sedentary. Dr. Raigosa highlights the 
population is showing 39% sedentary. Dr. Raigosa says it’s another 
important risk factor for obesity, heart disease and more morbid conditions. 

The next slide Dr. Raigosa discusses is childhood weight. Dr. Raigosa 
explains when children are overweight or obese it is often leads to adult 
weight issues and when they see a child that falls into this category, they 
surround them with the resources the parents need for healthy food choices 
and activity.  

Dr. Raigosa shows the normal glucose level is at industry average, which is 
important because it can be an indicator of diabetes. Dr. Raigosa points out 
though that their prediabetes test rusts are slightly higher than average. Dr. 
Raigosa highlights the statistic that medical costs related to diabetes can 

cost a plan up to $4,413 per member per year.  

Dr. Raigosa then talks about cholesterol, which is important since it can lead 
to heart disease. Dr. Raigosa does note that those that test high is trending 
down but still higher than average. Dr. Raigosa says the blood pressure is 

close to in line with the industry average but it is important to watch for and 
address as soon as it is presented.  

Dr. Raigosa presents the good news that those who smoke has trended 
downwards quite a bit. Dr. Raigosa points out that a smoker will incur 
medical costs of almost $6,000 per year, so it is great and important that 

the number is trending down.    

Joanne wants to know if there is data on combined risk factors. Dr. Raigosa 
says there will be a slide coming up showing how it drives costs.  

Dr. Raigosa then discussed flu shot rates, sharing that providers are 

prompted to ask why a patient refuses the flu shot if they do and provide 
clarity. The flu shot rates are trending up. Dr. Raigos then shows another 
graph that indicates the members have higher than average screening rates 
for breast cancer, cervical cancer and colorectal cancer. This is great 

because these three cancers are preventable if caught early.  

Dr. Raigosa shares that members engaged with their platforms are more 
likely to adhere to treatment, monitor the conditions and get regular chronic 
care. As Dr. Raigosa explains, the next slide shows how Kaiser puts the 
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member at the center of care and really tried to surround them with all the 
resources they need to help treat and prevent chronic conditions. Dr. 
Raigosa says often members will come in for one symptom but will leave 

with tests for additional conditions, as that is part of Kaiser’s proactive care. 
Dr. Raigosa explains how Kaiser understand depression and mental health 
can affect diabetes and chronic conditions so they will often times make 
treating mental health a priority to improve the physical health.  

The next graph Dr. Raigosa shows indicates the costs driven by conditions. 
Members with 2 or more major chronic conditions accounts for 4.3% of the 
members and 15% of the costs. Dr. Raigosa acknowledges that does not 
exactly answer Joanne’s question but it shows the direct correlation between 

chronic conditions and their costs. Dr. Raigosa says that treatment and 
prevention are measures that can be taken to bring these costs down.  

On the next slide Dr. Raigosa shows the prevalence of chronic diseases in 
the population that are mostly in line with the averages. Dr. Raigosa points 
out that obesity is the most prevalent condition at 41.4%. Dr. Raigosa so the 

most common way to tackle this is by food sources and helping people make 
the right decisions in their diet.  

Annie asks what percentage of the district are enrolled in Kaiser. Leo says he 
believes they are trending about 43% and unfortunately the other carriers 

do not present this same reporting. Leo believes though with a significant 
number like 43%, it is still a good snap shot of where the district’s health is 
at.  

Sunny summarizes that one of the big take a way’s from the data provided 

is the need to focus on obesity and diabetes. Sunny shares that Kaiser, as 
well the other carries with CalPERS, provides a diabetes prevention program. 
Sunny shares that the program doesn’t cost the members anything at all. 
Sunny says if the member is at risk for diabetes they simply go on and take 
a survey that takes just a couple minutes and then they are invited to 

participate in the program. Sunny shares that she has had success at LACCD 
with members she has told about the program who have successfully 
completed the program, losing 10 or more pounds.  

Sunny also shares there is a self-care app for anxiety and depression, as 

well as making Calm available to members. Sunny emphasizes again the 
importance of mental health and how it can be related to obesity. Sunny 
talks about the mental health first aid program that is in the works and will 
be providing Katrelia with more information as it becomes available.  

A question in the chat asks if there has been an increase in mental health 
since the pandemic. Dr. Raigosa say yes, there certainly has been and they 
have seen a huge increase in the need for assistance with mental health. Dr. 
Raigosa says beyond the anxiety of losing a job, uncertainty of what’s going 
to happen, or the pandemic, those with chronic conditions at a higher risk 
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have experienced a heightened fear and many have stayed inside for weeks 
and weeks at a time. Dr. Raigosa points out that some lost loved ones and 
couldn’t even say goodbye in the hospital. Dr. Raigosa reiterates there has 

certainly been a spike in the need for mental health services.  

Joanne wants to know if a copy of the slides will be provided. Sunny says 
they are not typically released but she will talk with her leadership team to 
see if she can send a copy to Leo, who can then distribute as requested. 

Joanne wants to know what additional campaigns are being prepared for 
Kaiser since the work from home orders have caused many people to spend 
most of their day sitting in front of a screen. Sunny says that even pre-
COVID they have had a lot of great programs and resources to address 

these needs and they unfortunately get underutilized. Sunny believes it is 
important to educate members and let them know these resources and 
programs are available to them. Sunny says she works with the employer 
groups and has done do closely with Katrelia to get information out there. 
Sunny says they have made changes to address a lot of the COVID 

restrictions, moving many resources and programs to online. Sunny says 
Kaiser may need to work to unveil the resources in a greater way and she is 
happy to work with LACCD to do so. Sunny adds they also have the ability to 
customize curriculum for the district to address the needs and concerns of 

the population.  

C. Other Post Employment Benefits (OPEB) Account 

Bill reminds the committee this issue was discussed at the last meeting, 
saying the recommendation was brought up to temporarily suspend funding 

the OPEB. Bill says 1521A and some of the other units wanted more 
information to review the option and Bill provided the documents explaining 
what it is and why it exists. Bill says the committee will vote on it late in the 
meeting during the action items. Bill’s recommendation is to suspend it so 
the cash flow is not out of the district at this time when cash flow could be a 

problem. Bill does not believe there should be an issue doing so based on 
the original intent and recommends suspending it for three years.  

Bruce is still confused why Bill is recommending this. Bruce says it’s a bit of 
a hard sell to the units but that may come from lack of understanding. Bill 

explains there is no benefit to employees and that they will never see or 
touch that money. Bill further explains it came from an accreditation issue 
and happened primarily because of the way the state of California shifted 
down to the district the unfunded liability, in this case medical. It didn’t 

change anything other than showing it on the district’s book now instead of 
the state’s. Bill continues that part of the issue was to show solvency so they 
started funding this account. Bill explains this can only be spent on retiree 
health care but it does not actually get spent as the retiree health care is 
funded out of the budget.  
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Fern shares that she was part of the negotiation team when the matter was 
first brought up. Fern says they all contractually agreed to give up 1.92% of 
upcoming raises to fund this account to make sure there would always be 

money for the retirees’ health benefits. Ferns says while they have been 
fortunate to not have to use it in the past, that doesn’t mean that something 
won’t come up in the future. Fern says they were very careful in their 
language to make sure it couldn’t be taken away or not funded since the 

district always runs poor, never rich. Fern says that’s why it is written the 
way it is and the intention was not to touch it, except the purpose for which 
it was intended. Fern says that is the reason it is not even held by the 
district but a trust in the state of California. Bill says there is no discussion 

about changing the intent or touching the money. Bill explains during this 
unpredictable worldwide pandemic they are simply asking to suspend the 
funding for three years to allow the district more breathing room to not loose 
adjuncts and classified staff.  

Joanne says her understanding is the purpose is to demonstrate that if 

everyone retired at once, they would be able to cover it. Joanne stipulates 
though that there is no way they will ever be able to save enough money to 
support the medical care of everyone retiring at once. Bill says the liability is 
almost $700 million. Joanne continues so it’s more of an optic to show they 

are being fiduciary stewards and they are doing the responsible thing. 
Joanne says they are not talking about using the money but just not funding 
the trust for the funds that will just sit there. Fern explains that not only is 
the money in the trust irrevocable but the funding is also irrevocable. Joanne 

says it can be modified. Bill agrees. Fern continues that we cannot just 
arbitrarily vote to suspend something that has been put into a contract. Fern 
says the committee cannot override that contract. Bill says this group can 
make the recommendation to the contract and the board can change it. Bill 
says if the committee votes to recommend the suspension of the funding, 

the board can act on it. Fern does not believe the board can go against the 
irrevocability portion. Bill says it’s the trust that is irrevocable. Joanne adds 
that the money that is already there is irrevocable and cannot be touched 
and they are not making that suggestion. Joanne explains they are simply 

asking to not put the money in next year, since it has already gone in for 
this year.  

Claudette asks if the money is earning interest of any kind. Bill says he 
would have to ask that question. Suleman does not feel comfortable moving 

forward. Suleman says he has taken it to the constituents and they are not 
comfortable suspending the payments either. Suleman warns that ever 
intended and unintended consequence of this action should be considered. 
Suleman feels it is premature to suspend the payments as there is a 
possibility of more funding coming in and there is not enough information as 

to exactly what is irrevocable. Suleman says he has been in the district for 
15 years and he does not like giving money back to the district as there has 
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never been money given back to the employees in a good year. Suleman 
does not feel it is time yet to take this action and should instead be looking 
to ways that could provide more funding, such as proposition 15. Bill says 

this will be going to a vote today and if it is voted down, it is not coming 
back. Bill feels they have discussed it considerably and for so long that this 
year’s contribution already went in and has defeated some of the purpose. 
Bill says he really doesn’t have a dog in this and they will vote on it when 

they get to the action item and if it’s voted down, he’s not bringing it back.  

Annie wants to know if the district contributes to the funding. Bill clarifies 
they do not; it is all the employees money. Bill explains that suspending the 
funding would keep the $6 million or so from going into the account and free 

it up to be spent elsewhere. Bill says the employees would essentially be 
bailing the district out a bit and he does tend to agree with Suleman a bit on 
that point. Bill summarizes that the employees would basically be loaning 
the district money and in normal time he would not even suggest that. Annie 
asks if the OPEB account is something you voluntarily sign up for, because 

she has never heard of it. Bill says no, the agreement was instead of 1.92% 
being added to the salaries, it went into this account. Bill reiterates it is not 
district money but that’s what it is.  

Sharon says on the faculty side one of the conversations has been around 

the SRP being offered to employees this year and the costs that is going to 
come back to campuses. Sharon continues a lot of the chapter presidents 
have voiced concerns around essential costs per campus since quite a few 
folks will be taking it. Sharon says this was also a creative was to problem 

solve with a fairly low risk solution as it’s essentially a contribution holiday 
for a period of time. Bill reminds the committee that this isn’t district money 
and that this could be a benefit to the members to stabilize the district 
budget to not see any more costs. Bill reiterates it is the member’s money.  

Leo addresses a question someone posed about what other entities do with 

unfunded liabilities by reminding the committee the district is one of the few 
public entities provided no cost health care to employees and retirees. Leo 
explains that is how they manage the cash flow. Leo says they might require 
contributions for dependents or some other form of cost sharing. Leo says 

that there is a lot of unfunded liability, but that is because the benefits are 
so rich.  

Suleman feels there are more questions that still need to be answered such 
as what happens after three years. Suleman says the bottom line is they are 

not comfortable with recommending the suspension. Bill check for any other 
comments. After receiving none, he says they will move on and vote on the 
recommendation when they get to the action item.   

D. Implementation of New Medicare Process 
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Leo says he has met with the attorneys and the plan is legal and admissible. 
Leo continues that they should be able to avoid the taxes by funding through 
an HRA and providing substantial documentation. Leo says he will speak with 

WageWorks tomorrow about setting up the separate HRA account and 
funding. Leo doesn’t see why it can’t be reimbursed on a monthly basis since 
it is a separate HRA account and WageWorks will be handling it. Leo informs 
they will have to put more money towards the WageWorks contract since it 

is an additional fee. Leo said there were a couple other questions 
WageWorks will be sending for Bill, Mercedes and Annie to review. Leo says 
he is hoping to have everything set up to begin reimbursement the first 
quarter of next year.  

Bill reminds that the contract was ratified for July 1st so that will be 
reflected. Leo confirms the first reimbursement will be a lump sum covering 
July – December. Claudette wants to know if this is applicable to all retirees. 
Leo says it will be everybody and explains that depending on your income 
you may or may not be dinged for extra Medicare Part B premium. Faye 

broke it out nicely in one of her emails, explaining a Medicare account will 
need to be created to download the statement and attach to the HRA 
account for reimbursement. Bill says it is new so there will be kinks to work 
out. Bill says Ken mentioned the Medicare bill comes out quarterly. Leo 

concedes that may be the frequency of funding then.  

Suleman wants to know who the information would be submitted to. Leo 
explains just like the existing HRA, the information will be submitted to 
WageWorks for this separate HRA. Leo explains the reason for the HRA is we 

cannot touch the money or it becomes a taxable event so it must be funded 
directly from the district. Leo explains under the HRA status it is a tax-free 
benefit to the retiree. Leo says WageWorks will be handling it as the district 
does not have the capacity to handle it, so since they are already with 
WageWorks, it’s the easiest solution.  

Joanne wants to know if it’s an HRA or HRA model. Leo explains the HRA’s 
are not prefunded and that each month they receive a bill with the amount 
that needs to be reimbursed. Leo further explains this will work the same 
way. Bill says the current HRA contracts for a $1,500 maximum but this HRA 

will not have a dollar amount attached to it. Bill says the district will just pay 
what the retiree submits for Medicare Part B. Leo confirms.  

Fern says the statement she receives breaks down the information monthly 
as it is taken out of the social security benefit. Fern says WageWorks needs 

to know they will be submitting monthly reimbursements. Leo says they can 
do it as frequently as you would like. Bill says it’s a little more complicated 
though for those not on social security. Leo said Faye has shown him ways 
around that. Bill says even if you forget to submit one month, you will not 
lose the benefit and can submit the reimbursement for the entire year during 

the run out period as well.  
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Fern wants to know if significant others need to set up a separate account. 
Leo said they would set it up with WageWorks so they do not need to do that 
and make the process run smoothly. 

Leo says it does unfortunately have to be a separate HRA account to keep 
health and Medicare expenses separate. Bill says hopefully they can name it 
something else. Leo says they can name it anything they like to distinguish 
it.  

E. MBA Gender Neutral Language Update 

Bill says as he mentioned before, the contract has been made to be a gender 
neutral document. Bill was amazed how many different versions of gender 
pronouns were used throughout the document. Bill says it is now 

they/them/their and actually reads much easier now. Bill says it was a 
recommendation by a board committee to do this with all contracts when 
possible and this is the first one it has been completed for. 

Open Enrollment 

A. Update 

Leo says it will be completed this Friday. Leo spoke to Andy Durran and he 
said utilization was up a little more this year and the numbers looked good. 
Leo says his staff was able to email easily. Leo continues this year was the 
first sort of self-serve open enrollment and despite some bumps people were 

able to find the information and figure it out. Bill adds he went through it a 
few times and everything seemed to work well. Bill said he’s not sure what is 
happening with the Access+ $3 or $4 charge. Leo says the plan is if it’s less 
than $10 to absorb it, as it will be more work than it’s worth to get the 

reimbursement. Leo explains that the open enrollment portal is simply 
information gathering, after which point his team has to go back and create 
a master file to transmit to the carriers and true it up. Leo says that’s where 
they will fix that. Bill adds they made sure to communicate you would only 
have a premium contribution to the PERS Care or Anthem Traditional HMO 

plans. Bill says everything else would have no contribution if you were 
located in the local region. Bill continues it showed that way on the 
calculator and everything worked well on the portal. Bill says the only hiccup 
he found was accessing the calculator when not on the open enrollment 

page. 

Leo adds the PERS webpage for the retirees has been updated, which was 
point to last year’s cap since the resolutions were not ratified until last week. 
Leo said the PERS contact has been working on getting that updated so that 

retirees calculating at least during the last week of open enrollment should 
have the correct information. Bill comments with all the talking, it takes so 
long to get stuff done, so it wasn’t until the last board meeting that it was 
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officially approved. Leo says the PERS partners were super helpful and they 
got the resolutions updated.  

B. Virtual Health Fairs 

Leo is covering for Katrelia. Leo starts by complimenting Katrelia’s work and 
efforts throughout open enrollment and coordinating through Zoom 
meetings. Leo shares her survey results which show people responded 
favorably to the Zoom meetings. Most felt they understood the information, 

enjoyed the virtual attendance, the technology, and overall experience. Leo 
says this is great news as they may be able to do more of a hybrid model 
once they get back to more face to face interactions.  

Bill adds the survey results came from the AFT’s event, which is typically the 

largest of the year. Bill says the biggest draw is usually the food and social 
aspects, which were obviously missing this year. Bill commends Katrelia’s 
ability to pull it all together and put together an amazing couple of events. 
Bill says they had involvement from the retirement units in one of them as 
well. Bill says if other units have the time for events such as this, Katrelia is 

a great resource if she is available. Leo agrees and doesn’t think the virtual 
aspect will completely go away.  

C. Survey 

Leo wants to put together a survey asking how everyone felt this open 

enrollment went and what they liked or did not like. Leo says he and Katrelia 
will put something together for the committee for the next meeting. Leo 
wants to let the dust settle a bit, so it might be sent out in December when 
things have slowed down a bit. Leo’s staff suggested that an email address 

and cell phone number be acquired from everyone. Leo says we have 
learned that the world can change pretty quickly and we need to be able to  
adapt. Leo says this will be part of the survey to see if they are willing to 
provide and email address and cellphone number, and if so, provide it.  

Constituency Reports 

A. Retirees 

None  

B. Actives 

Sharon reiterates Bill’s kudos to Katrelia. Sharon says since so many people 

are looking to retire with the SRP, many are looking under the retirement 
section of the site, however the forms and information is outdated. Sharon 
says she did find them under HR and the forms section. Leo says he will 
pass that message a long to Mercedes. Sharon will send Leo and Mercedes 

screenshots. 
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Bruce shares that his unit also went ahead and updated their contract for the 
gender neutral pronouns.  

C. Adjuncts 

None 

Closed Session 

None 

Discussion from the Floor 

None 

Action Items 

Joanne asks if they need to review how to vote. Bill says in order to vote, 
you must be a voting member as listed at the top of the minutes. Bill says it 

will probably just be a roll call vote to make it simple. Joanne says for an 
affirmative vote it must be voted affirmative by all but one of the employee 
groups. Bill confirms all voting members are present or have an alternative 
present.  

Bill explains the vote is a simple yes or no for the funding holiday on the 

OPEB contribution. The vote fails with 4 against and 2 for. The funding of the 
OPEB will continue. 

Public Comments 

Fern wants to know what information she can provide regarding the SRP, as 

she has had people contact her who intend to take the deal and want to 
know about the Medicare reimbursement. Bill says they are not there yet 
and the exact details of the HRA is still being worked out. Bill explains they 
know it will be there and it will be tax free. Joanne wants to know if they 

know what documents will be needed. Bill says they will need either their 
invoice or the end of the year statement, as well as proof of payment. Bills 
says if you are on social security, you will just need the statement showing it 
deducted. Leo says they will create a script for WageWorks and provide 
them all the appropriate information. Fern wants to know if she can say it 

has gone through. Leo requests that Fern not tell anyone yes just yet since 
that leads to many people calling the Health Benefits Unit, who is not 
equipped to answer those questions right now. Leo says by the next meeting 
they should be able to provide confident communications. Bill wants to know 

if it’s safe to say the absolute soonest reimbursements will be provided is in 
January. Leo agrees and adds stay tuned for details because there is no 
point in broadcasting questions when we don’t have all the answers yet.  
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The meeting adjourned at 11:27 AM. 

 

 


